This master's degree program delivers a cutting-edge information management curriculum that prepares you to learn the business skills needed to leverage IT, manage in an information technology environment, and gain a competitive advantage in a global economy.

**Program Description**

**Degree Awarded: MS Information Management**

The STEM-designated W. P. Carey MS program in information management delivers a cutting-edge curriculum, helping students develop critical leadership skills. The Master of Science in information management is tailored to fit students' schedules.

Through the latest techniques and methodologies, hands-on experience and relevant case studies, students discover how digital innovations, data analytics and information systems are transforming business.

**At a Glance**

- **College/School:** W. P. Carey School of Business
- **Location:** Tempe campus

**Concurrent Degrees**

This degree is also offered as concurrent degree program with:

Legal Studies, MLS  
W. P. Carey MBA - Full-Time Program  

**Degree Requirements**
30 credit hours including the required capstone course (CIS 575)

The program requires 30 credit hours of coursework and capstone course CIS 575.

With an innovative curriculum that deepens the synthesis of information, technology and business, the W. P. Carey School of Business master's degree in information management combines the best of both worlds --- a leading-edge information management education and one of the nation's top-ranked business schools. Students should access the program website for a list of courses.

**Admission Requirements**

Applicants must fulfill the requirements of both the Graduate College and the W. P. Carey School of Business.

Applicants are eligible to apply to the program if they have earned a bachelor's or master's degree from a regionally accredited institution.

Applicants must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.00 (scale is 4.00 = "A") in the last 60 hours of their first bachelor's degree program, or applicants must have a minimum cumulative GPA of 3.00 (scale is 4.00 = "A") in an applicable master's degree program.

All applicants must submit:

1. graduate admission application and application fee
2. official transcripts
3. resume
4. short-answer questions
5. two letters of recommendation
6. GMAT or GRE test scores
7. proof of English proficiency

**Additional Application Information**

An applicant whose native language is not English (regardless of current residency) must provide proof of English proficiency.

Applicants are expected to have two years of full-time related work experience and prerequisite college-level courses or equivalent experience in statistics, brief calculus and a programming language.

Complete application instructions may be obtained from the department's website.
Attend Online

ASU offers this program in an online format with multiple enrollment sessions throughout the year. Applicants may view the program description and request more information here.
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